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How do I change my password?How do I change my password?
Click "account" in the upper rightClick "account" in the upper right

Click the "Profile" tabClick the "Profile" tab
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Click the [Change Password] linkClick the [Change Password] link

Enter your current and new passwordsEnter your current and new passwords
Click "Change Password" when you've finished filling out the form.
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Access to FlipItAccess to FlipIt
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How do I gain access to FlipIt?How do I gain access to FlipIt?
Click on “Instructors” in the yellow box on the homepageClick on “Instructors” in the yellow box on the homepage

FOR RETURNING INSTRUCTORSFOR RETURNING INSTRUCTORS

If you already have an account, enter your e-mail and password andIf you already have an account, enter your e-mail and password and
click Loginclick Login
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FOR NEW INSTRUCTORS:FOR NEW INSTRUCTORS:

Enter an email address you want to use for FlipItEnter an email address you want to use for FlipIt

Click Register
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What can I do if a student tries to register andWhat can I do if a student tries to register and
gets an error message? (ADMINISTRATORSgets an error message? (ADMINISTRATORS
ONLY)ONLY)
If a student tries to log in and gets an error, follow the instructions below. Click Administrator
Links, Click Manage Accounts, Locate the user by the information you have (email (account) or
last name is usually easiest), Click Filter

Click "Manage Accounts" from the "Administrator Links"Click "Manage Accounts" from the "Administrator Links"
dropdown menudropdown menu

Enter student information into the filter option and click "filter"Enter student information into the filter option and click "filter"
Locating students using their email account or last name is usually easiest.

Note that a student’s “account” is the email address that they signed up with which may be
different than the email they use to communicate with an agent.
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Student accounts should look like this:Student accounts should look like this:

Checks should appear for Active account and Can enroll.

If their account is "locked" or "inactive," click Manage AccountIf their account is "locked" or "inactive," click Manage Account

Click Edit AccountClick Edit Account
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Check or uncheck the appropriate boxes so that the only boxesCheck or uncheck the appropriate boxes so that the only boxes
checked are “User’s account is active” and “User can enroll”checked are “User’s account is active” and “User can enroll”

Click "Save"
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How do my students gain access to FlipIt?How do my students gain access to FlipIt?
Click on “Students” in the yellow box on the homepageClick on “Students” in the yellow box on the homepage

Enter and confirm email addressEnter and confirm email address
• Also enter the symbols you can read from the image.
• When ready, click "Register."
• A registration email will be immediately sent to students containing a link to enter the

site.
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From email click registration linkFrom email click registration link
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Create a passwordCreate a password

Complete profileComplete profile
For information on what to do if your student tries to register and gets an error message,
please read this article.
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Enter code associated with your courseEnter code associated with your course
You will need to provide your course access key to your students in order for them to be able to
join your course. You can find the course access key for your course by clicking “Instructor
Links”, clicking “Global Course Settings”, and finding your course access key. The system
automatically generates an alphanumeric code for you, but you can edit this code to be
whatever you’d like it be. Be sure to share this with your students.

Enter Student IDEnter Student ID
Students will be asked to enter a unique identifier so that should you decide to export your
FlipIt gradebook to another system, you can easily import the data by making sure there is a
matching field. Under your Global Course Settings, you can edit the name of the unique
identifier that your course asks your students to provide. Schools often refer to this unique
identifier as the Student ID, Net ID, or Student ID number.
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How can students get free trial access?How can students get free trial access?

• Students are automatically given temporary access to the FlipIt system for 21 days
starting from the day that they log in to the system. For more information on viewing
student enrollments, please review this article.

• The account page displays how many days of access a student has left in the “Status”
column. An email reminder is sent to the student 14 days and again at 3 days before
their account is set to expire.

• If the student does not take action to redeem their access code or purchase via
ecommerce the student’s “Status” column will change from “Demo” to “EXPIRED”.

• If a student’s course expires, they will not be able to access their course until they
purchase or redeem access. Anything they’ve submitted or completed IS STILL SAVED in
the course even after their demo period expires.

• Once they purchase or redeem access, they will be able to enter their course and see the
work that they’ve already completed. Once access is purchased or redeemed, the
“Status” column will change to “PAID”.

To redeem access code :To redeem access code :

Click "Account"Click "Account"
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Click "Redeem"Click "Redeem"

To purchase:To purchase:

Click "Account"Click "Account"

Click "purchase"Click "purchase"
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What do I do if students are saying they can’tWhat do I do if students are saying they can’t
see their grades or the course?see their grades or the course?
If students are saying they can't see their grades or their course, please check to make sure
you've checked the appropriate boxes on the Course Settings page.

Select "Global Course Settings" from the Instructor Links dropSelect "Global Course Settings" from the Instructor Links drop
down menudown menu

Click "Edit"Click "Edit"
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Check the boxes next to:

• Course is visible to students;
• Total grades are available to students.

Click "Save"Click "Save"
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Managing Your EnrollmentsManaging Your Enrollments
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What is the difference between a CourseWhat is the difference between a Course
Master and an Instructor?Master and an Instructor?
Instructors can have different types of enrollment privileges that are reflected in the “Role”
column on your account page.

When you create a course, two accounts are automatically created for you and appear on your
account page; one Course Master account and one student account.

What is a "course master"?What is a "course master"?
A "course master" enrollment is an enrollment that has full access and editing rights to the
course. This includes the following abilities:

• Editing content
• Editing assignment deadlines
• Editing the roster
• Editing assignment scores
• Uploading files
• Viewing students' work on assignments
• Viewing instructor supplements (if provided)
• Adding instructors
• Adding students

In addition, only course masters can view and set the access and editing privileges of
instructors.

By default, the creator of a course is a course master.

What is an "instructor"?What is an "instructor"?
An "instructor" enrollment can have its access and editing privileges set by a course master. The
most limited capacity an instructor enrollment can have is the following:

• Has the ability to view an assignment and its answers prior to the start date of the
assignment

• Can view the entire class gradebook
• Can view but not edit the Global Course Settings page
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• Can view but not edit the Manage Roster view

The maximum capacity of an instructor enrollment is almost that of a course master. The only
exception is that an instructor can never view or change the access levels of other instructors.
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How do I view active and inactive courses?How do I view active and inactive courses?
There are two ways to navigate to the account view to view your active and inactive courses.

Method1:Method1: Log onLog on

After logging onto the system, you will automatically be directed to your list of enrollments for
both active and inactive courses. This is your course account view.
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Method 2:Method 2: Click on the account link in the upper rightClick on the account link in the upper right
You can return to the account view by clicking the account link at any time.
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How can I join a course as a student?How can I join a course as a student?
As an instructor it is possible to have multiple enrollments in a course. One enrollment may be
as an Instructor role. Another enrollment may be as a Student role. Each role type will have
different course privileges. To join a course as an instructor follow the instructions below.

Click "account" in the upper right to navigate to the courseClick "account" in the upper right to navigate to the course
account viewaccount view

Click the [Join a Course ] linkClick the [Join a Course ] link
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Enter the course access key for the course you wish to joinEnter the course access key for the course you wish to join

Enter a unique identifierEnter a unique identifier
Note: The "Unique identifier"Unique identifier" might actually be called something else by the course instructor,
often called Student ID. Throughout the document pages it will be referred to as your Unique
ID.

After successfully joining a course, you will be redirected to your course account view.
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How can I withdraw from a course?How can I withdraw from a course?

Click the "Withdraw" link from the course account viewClick the "Withdraw" link from the course account view
For more information on how to navigate to the course account view, please read this article.

Acknowledge warning and click "Yes, continue"Acknowledge warning and click "Yes, continue"
NOTENOTE: Withdrawing from a course will block you from accessing the course and all data
associated with that enrollment. You will no longer see the enrollment in your list of
enrollments.

If you have multiple enrollments in a course (e.g., one an Instructor role and another Student
role), then withdrawing one enrollment will not withdraw other enrollments in the same course.
Each enrollment needs to be withdrawn individuallyEach enrollment needs to be withdrawn individually.
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How can I change the Unique IDs for myHow can I change the Unique IDs for my
students?students?
Hover the mouse over Instructor Links and select ManageHover the mouse over Instructor Links and select Manage
RosterRoster

Click to edit the Unique IDClick to edit the Unique ID
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How can students update their i>clickerHow can students update their i>clicker
account?account?
The enrollments listing in your course account view may contain a column called i>clicker IDi>clicker ID.
This column will display any clicker remote IDs registered to you in your courses. (For more
about the i>clicker classroom polling system, visit the i>clicker website.)

Check to see if there is i>clicker dataCheck to see if there is i>clicker data

Click "account" in the upper right to navigate to the course accountClick "account" in the upper right to navigate to the course account
viewview

The i>clicker column will only appear if a course within the Active Enrollments or the Inactive
Enrollments contains i>clicker data uploaded by an instructor. In the example shown below, the
Mechanics course listed in the Inactive Enrollments did not have any clicker data. Therefore, the
i>clicker ID column did not appear the Inactive Enrollments listing. However, in the Active
Enrollments listing the column does appear, informing the user that clicker data is present in
the course.

Add a Clicker:Add a Clicker:

Hover over enrollment and click "+ Add clicker"Hover over enrollment and click "+ Add clicker"
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Add clicker and "Save"Add clicker and "Save"

Valid clicker IDs consist of eight alpha-numeric digits preceded by a \"#\" tag.

There are four possible outcomes when trying to save a change toThere are four possible outcomes when trying to save a change to
your i>clicker ID:your i>clicker ID:

1. The save is successful because the i>clicker ID you entered has a match in the
instructor's uploaded i>clicker data. In this case the i>clicker ID will appear as a link
with an option to add another i>clicker ID.

2. The save is unsuccessful because the i>clicker ID you entered does notdoes not have a match
in the instructor's uploaded i>clicker data. In this case a browser alert will appear
informing you that the ID you entered does not have a match. You will be allowed to
try again.

3. In attempting to save, the system found that another user already has the same
i>clicker ID in the same course. In this case a browser alert will appear informing you
that the i>clicker ID is already in use by another user. If you think this should not be
the case, contact your instructor. Your instructor will have the ability to change the
i>clicker IDs of the students in his or her class.

4. In attempting to save, the system recognized that the i>clicker ID you entered is not
properly formatted. In this case a browser alert will appear informing you that the
i>clicker ID is not a valid clicker ID. You will be allowed to try again.

Note: Students are not permitted to delete any i>clicker IDs registered to them. Only
instructors can delete clicker registrations. For more information on how instructors can update
clicker registrations please refer to this article.
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How can I update my students' i>clickerHow can I update my students' i>clicker
accounts?accounts?
You can edit student i>clicker accounts by navigating to the Manage Roster view

Hover the mouse over Instructor Links and select ManageHover the mouse over Instructor Links and select Manage
RosterRoster

Click on theClick on the Student i>clicker ID you want to updateStudent i>clicker ID you want to update
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Choose to "delete" or "add clicker" to add another IDChoose to "delete" or "add clicker" to add another ID
Note that you must be hovering over the ID in order to see the "+Add clicker" option.
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Creating a Course (CourseCreating a Course (Course
Wizard)Wizard)
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How can I create a course using the CourseHow can I create a course using the Course
Wizard (VIDEO)?Wizard (VIDEO)?

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC4sGyOtIfI" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How can I create a course using the CourseHow can I create a course using the Course
Wizard?Wizard?

If you have been given course creation privileges you can begin the course creation process
described below.

Click "Create a Course" on your course account pageClick "Create a Course" on your course account page
If you don't see the "Create a Course" link, then your FlipIt account does not have course
creation privileges. You can request those privileges by contacting the FlipIt team.
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Select a FlipIt Course to CopySelect a FlipIt Course to Copy

:

There are three groups of courses to choose from:There are three groups of courses to choose from:

1. Template Courses1. Template Courses

These courses have been constructed by the publisher and include all the recommended
content for each course. The "Blank Template" course, however, excludes any content and
provides a blank canvas for you to work with.
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2. Your Courses2. Your Courses

These are courses that you are or have been enrolled in as an instructor.
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3. Other FlipIt Courses3. Other FlipIt Courses

These courses include all other courses ever made by other instructors. To copy one of these
courses you will need the course access key for the course you wish to copy. The course will
also need to allow other instructors the ability to copy it. (See Allow instructors to copy course).

Click "Get Course"Click "Get Course"

Choose whether or not to copy course deadlines and specialChoose whether or not to copy course deadlines and special
eventsevents
After you press the "Get Course" button, you will be asked if you want to also copy the course
deadlines and special events.

• Copying the deadlines will automatically fill the dates of your new course's calendar
according to the settings of the course being copied.

• Copying the special events will copy any special events from the course being copied.
The special events will be placed on the new course's calendar on the same day of the
week relative to the course start date as they appeared in the course being copied. (You
will be able to manually move the special events as desired after the course is created.)
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Click "Create Course"Click "Create Course"
Copying a course will preserve all content, course settings, and holidays from the original
course. The creation process may take several seconds.
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Afterward, you will be redirected to the new course's global course settings, the first step in theAfterward, you will be redirected to the new course's global course settings, the first step in the
Course Setup Wizard.Course Setup Wizard.

• For more information on continuing the course wizard by understanding how to select
your Course SettingsCourse Settings, please read this article.

• For more information on continuing the course wizard by understanding how to SelectSelect
Course ContentCourse Content, please read this article.

• For more information on continuing the course wizard by understanding the AssignmentAssignment
SettingsSettings, please read this article.

• For more information on continuing the course wizard by understanding how to SetSet
HolidaysHolidays, please read this article.

• For more information on continuing the course wizard by understanding how to use the
Schedule GeneratorSchedule Generator to generate your course schedule, please read this article.
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How can I access and edit Global CourseHow can I access and edit Global Course
settings?settings?
Select "Global Course Settings" from the "Instructor Links"Select "Global Course Settings" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu

Click the "Course Settings" tabClick the "Course Settings" tab
To edit course properties, press the "Edit" button. When in edit mode, you can save any
changes by pressing the "Save" button located at the bottom left of the panel.
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Course titleCourse title

The course title is what appears at the top of each page. Editing this property will have
immediate effects.

School nameSchool name

The school name is what appears just below the course title at the top of every page. Editing
this property will have immediate effects.

Time zoneTime zone
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This should be the time zone of the course's institution. Calendar events and assignment dates
are stored on the servers in UTC format. In the various views these dates and times will be
converted to the time zone defined here. Editing this property will have immediate effects.

Start dateStart date

This will be the default reference date for generating the course schedule. In addition, the
course calendar only displays the months in and between the course start and end dates.

Editing this property will have an immediate impact on the course calendar display. It will not
change any assignment due dates or special event dates if these events were defined prior to
the change.

End dateEnd date
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This will be the date when the course will become an inactiveinactive course. All assignment due dates
should be before this date. In addition, the course calendar only displays the months in and
between the course start and end dates.

Editing this property will have an immediate impact on the course calendar display. It will not
change any assignment due dates or special event dates if these events were defined prior to
the change.

Allowing students to view the courseAllowing students to view the course

Your students will only be able to access your course if this option is selected. If selected and if
the course date is in the future, students will still be able to access the course. It is advised toIt is advised to
leave this option unselected while you set up your course.leave this option unselected while you set up your course.

While unselected, students still will see the course listed on their course account page, but the
course title will appear as plain text rather than a link. Below the course title the message"Ask
your instructor to make this course accessible"will appear.

Course Access KeyCourse Access Key

The course access key is a unique 4-10 alpha-numeric code that students and instructors will
need to join your course. Changing the key will not affect current enrollments.

In addition this key is needed by instructors when they try to create a new course by making a
copy of yours.

Allow instructors to copy courseAllow instructors to copy course

If you leave this box unchecked, other instructors will not be allowed to copy your course.
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Name used to refer to student IDName used to refer to student ID

Institutions usually assign their students a unique identifier, the name of which varies across
institutions. Enter the name of your institution's unique identifier (e.g., Student ID, netID,
University ID, etc.).

Students will be asked to enter a value for this identifier during the course enrollment process
(see this article for additional information). The name you use for this identifier will be
displayed during the enrollment process. Changing the name of this identifier will immediately
change the text seen during the course joining process.

In the FlipIt system this identifier is also known as the "Unique IDUnique ID." This value is displayed in the
table of enrollments on the course account page and on the Manage Roster page, in the
instructor grade book, and on several other pages.

Student id filterStudent id filter

You can set a filter for how students should enter a student id (i.e.,the Unique IDUnique ID field described
above) during the course enrollment process. The filter includes a minimum and maximum
number of characters and whether certain characters should be required or prohibited. When
students enter an ID that does not pass the filter, they will receive a message informing them
what is required.

NOTE: changing this filter will only affect future enrollees. It will not invalidate the IDs of
existing enrollments.

Default toleranceDefault tolerance
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The default tolerance determines how close a student's answer needs to be to a numeric input
question in order to be considered correct. For example, if the answer to a numeric question is
18.75 and the default tolerance is set to 3%, then a student submission of 18.2 would be
considered correct (off by 2.93%), but a submission of 18.1 would be considered incorrect (off
by 3.47%).

The default tolerance gets assigned to a problem (i.e., unit item) for a student (not at the class
level) when the student submits their first answer attempt to the problem.

NOTE: Changing the tolerance parameter will only affect a student's future submissions to
questions of problems the student has not yet attempted. Any prior submissions will be
evaluated with the tolerance defined when the student first attempted those problems. This
means that two students could have their answers to the same problem judged with different
tolerances if the default tolerance was changed after the first student started the problem but
before the second student started the problem.

Maximum answer attemptsMaximum answer attempts

This parameter sets the maximum number of answer attempts students can try for a given
question. For example, if the maximum number of attempts is set to 5, then each student will
have 5 tries for each question to answer the question correctly. Note that this sets a limit of
attempts at the question level and not at the problem level, which may consist of several
questions.

Changing this value will have an immediate impact across all students and questions, whether
attempted or not, throughout the course. For example, if a student had submitted 8 answers to
a question and then the maximum number of attempts was lowered by the instructor to 5, then
the system would no longer allow the student to make any more submissions to that question.

This parameter can be set to any positive integer, but it is recommended to not exceed 100 for
performance benefits if ever the assignment needed re-grading after students had already
started it. (Every re-grading attempt, whether by an edit to a problem in the assignment or by
forced re-grading, requires the system to evaluate every student submission in the assignment.)

Whenever a student has 10 or fewer submissions left for a question, a warning message is
displayed telling the student how many submissions have been made, how many are allowed,
and how many are left.
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Once a student reaches the submission limit, the "Submit" button will disappear and they will
no longer be able to make any more submissions to the question. The warning message will
inform them that they have reached the limit.

Instructors will be able to reset questions for students so that they can once again make
submissions to questions. This is accomplished by viewing the problem as the student and
pressing the "Reset" button for the desired question.

Reset warning: Note that doing a question reset for a student will erase all prior submissions to
that question for that student.
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Allow students to see question solutionsAllow students to see question solutions

Enable this property if you want students to see solutions to questions. Questions can have
solutions added to them. These solutions are always available to instructors. If this feature is
enabled for students, then the solutions will become available to them after the last class
deadline for the assignment.

The availability of solutions is different for problems in a Mastery item cluster. In this case,
solutions will become available once the student presses the "Check for Mastery" button,
regardless of class deadlines or the assignment feedback date.

Changing this parameter will have an immediate impact on all questions, regardless if students
had prior access to the solutions or not.

Allow $ to be a LaTeX delimiterAllow $ to be a LaTeX delimiter

The FlipIt system uses MathJax to display LaTeX expressions. Enable this property if you want to
use the "$" symbol to open and close your TeX expressions. If disabled, then "$" will render as a
normal dollar sign. Changing this property will have an immediate effect in rendering TeX
expressions in your course pages.

Maximum number of items that can be solved by a student forMaximum number of items that can be solved by a student for
"Limited Attempt Item Clusters""Limited Attempt Item Clusters"

This is the maximum number of attempts a student has to answer a "Limited Attempt"
question.
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Assignment type titlesAssignment type titles

The assignment types of PreLectures, Bridge Questions, and Problem can be assigned different
titles. These titles will be displayed in your course across all the views where these assignment
titles appear. Changing these titles will have an immediate effect in rendering the titles
throughout your course.
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How can I select course content?How can I select course content?
As the second step in the Course Wizard, the Select Course Content page allows you to add new
sections and units to your course, whether it is from copying content from other existing
courses or by creating new (blank) sections or units. You can also remove sections and units
from this page as well, or you can reorder the sections or units within the sections.

The page consists of two main areas: the Content LibraryContent Library and Your Course ContentYour Course Content. In the Your
Course Content are all the sections and units in your course. In this area you will have the ability
to add or remove sections and units from your course. Also, you will be able to reorder the
sections and units. In the Content Library area, you will be able to select from any existing
course on the system that you have access to and add its content to your course. In the
Content Library you will be able to select from any existing course on the system that you have
access to and add its content to your course.

Click "Select Course Content" from the Instructor LinksClick "Select Course Content" from the Instructor Links
dropdown menudropdown menu
You can also navigate to the Course Content section of the Course Wizard by clicking "next'
from Global Course Settings.
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Select a reference courseSelect a reference course
At the top of the Content Library is the Reference course dropdown list. This list contains every
course that you have access to and consists of three types of courses.

1. Template Courses: These courses have been constructed by the publisher and
include all the recommended content for each course. The Blank Template course,
however, excludes any content.

2. Your Courses: These are courses that you are or have been enrolled in as an
instructor.

3. Other FlipIt Courses: These courses include all other courses ever made by other
instructors. To copy content from one of these courses you will need the course's
access key. The course will also need to allow other instructors the ability to copy
from it. (See Allowing the course to be copied).

After selecting a course, its content will be loaded in the area beneath the dropdown list.
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Add a section to your courseAdd a section to your course
You can add all sections at once or choose one section at a time.

Hover over the top of the reference course to add ALL sectionsHover over the top of the reference course to add ALL sections

As you hover, the link+ Add all will appear to the far right of the course title.

Click "+Add all" to add ALL sectionsClick "+Add all" to add ALL sections

• NOTE: only click "+Add all" for the course if you don't have any sections already in your
course.
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• NOTE: Choosing +Add all will add those sections below any sections you already have.
You may have to scroll down to see those sections.

Hover over the top of the section to add just that sectionHover over the top of the section to add just that section

Click +Add all and the section will be added to your courseClick +Add all and the section will be added to your course

NOTE: Choosing +Add all will add that section below any sections you already have. You may
have to scroll down to see those sections.

Add a unit to your courseAdd a unit to your course

Hover over the unit you wish to copyHover over the unit you wish to copy

To add a unit from a section in the reference course to your course, hover over the unit you
wish to copy. As you hover, the words + Drag to Add will appear to the far right of the unit title
informing you that you can drag the unit.
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Click and drag the unit to the section in your course that you wouldClick and drag the unit to the section in your course that you would
like the unit to appearlike the unit to appear

As you drag the unit over a section in your course, you will see the section become highlighted,
which informs you the section can receive the unit. After you let go, the unit will be added to the
end of the section.

Arrange Your Course ContentArrange Your Course Content
Displayed in the Your Course ContentYour Course Content are all the sections and units that currently exist in your
course. In this area you will have the ability to add or remove sections and units from your
course. You also will be able to reorder the sections and units.
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Add a new unit to a sectionAdd a new unit to a section

At the bottom of each section is a link+ Add New Unit where you can click to add a new unit to
the section.

When you click, the link will disappear and a form will appear asking you to enter the title of the
new unit. After you enter a title, click the Add Unit button to add the unit to the section.

Note:Note: Any unit that has an assignment, in which student answers are present, will appear as
red text with an "*" to the left of the unit.
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• Deleting these units will result in the loss of student data and cannot be retrieved.
• Reordering the units will not affect student scores or answers.

Add a new sectionAdd a new section

At the bottom of the Your Course Content area is a link+ Add New Section where you can click
to add a new section to the course.

When you click, the link will disappear and a form will appear asking you to enter the title of the
new section. After you enter a title, click the Add Section button to add the section to the
course.
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Reorder the sectionsReorder the sections

To move a section either up or down, click and drag in the title area of the section. You can then
move the section to the desired location. Existing student scores are not affected by reordering
the sections.

Reorder the units within a sectionReorder the units within a section

To move a unit either up or down or even to a new section, click and drag in the title area of the
unit. You can then move the unit to the desired location. Existing student scores are not
affected by reordering the units.
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Remove a sectionRemove a section

To remove all the sections from your course, hover over the top part of your course (even with
the title). As you hover, the link − Remove all will appear to the far right of the course title. Click
on the link and all the sections will be removed from your course.

To remove a single section from your course, hover over the section you wish to remove. As
you hover, the link − Remove all will appear to the far right of the section title. Click on the link
and the section will be removed from your course.
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Remove a unitRemove a unit

To remove a single unit from your course, hover over the unit you wish to remove. As you
hover, the link − Remove will appear to the far right of the unit title. Click on the link and the
unit will be removed from your course.
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How can I edit Assignment Settings?How can I edit Assignment Settings?
As the third step in the Course Wizard, the Assignment Settings page allows you to alter the
participation credit and weight for entire assignments. You likely won’t need to adjust these
settings at all. By default, questions in Prelectures and Bridge/Checkpoints have 100%
participation credit and a weight of 1. Problems/Homework have 0% participation credit and a
weight of 1.

Participation Credit: Participation credit defines how much credit to give the student just for
trying, regardless of the accuracy of the answer. A participation credit of 0% means that the
student will only get full credit if their answer is correct. A participation credit of 100% means
that a student will receive full credit just for answering the question.

Weight: Resetting the weights ensures that all problems in the assignment count equally toward
the assignment’s grade.

What assignments are affected?What assignments are affected?
The affected assignments are those of the selected assignment types marked in the Perform
changes to these units: parameter.
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How can I set holidays?How can I set holidays?

As the fourth step in the Course Wizard, the Set Holidays page allows you to mark days in
your course that you want to exclude regular lectures from occurring on during the
schedule generation process (called "course holidays"). These could be holidays, exam days,
etc.

Days that have been marked as course holidays will appear as an orange X in the calendar
displayed on this page, as well as on the instructor's main course calendar page. The
students' calendar view will not display the Xs on their main calendar page.

Follow the instructions below to add course holidays.

HOW TO SET HOLIDAYSHOW TO SET HOLIDAYS

Click "Set Holidays" from the Instructor Links drop down menuClick "Set Holidays" from the Instructor Links drop down menu

You can also navigate to the Set Holidays section of the Course Wizard by clicking "next' from
"Select Course Content"
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Click on the days in the calendar you want to set as a holidayClick on the days in the calendar you want to set as a holiday

An orange X will appear on days that have been clicked.

Note: Adding course holidays will not automatically adjust the due dates of previously assigned
assignments. You will need to run the schedule generator in order to place assignments around
the newly added course holidays.

HOW TO REMOVE COURSE HOLIDAYSHOW TO REMOVE COURSE HOLIDAYS

Click on the holiday in the calendar you want to remove.Click on the holiday in the calendar you want to remove.

The orange X will be removed after the click.

Note: Removing course holidays will not automatically adjust the due dates of previously
assigned assignments. You will need to run the schedule generator in order to reassign
assignments.
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How do I use the Schedule Generator to createHow do I use the Schedule Generator to create
a schedule for the semester?a schedule for the semester?

As the final step in the Course Wizard, the Schedule Generator page allows you to create a
course schedule of assignments. The page consists of three main sections: General OptionsGeneral Options,
SettingsSettings and Assignment Schedule GeneratorAssignment Schedule Generator. General Options allow you to modify setting
parameters. These items can be changed on an individual basis in the calendar view by
hovering over specific assignments. In the Assignment Generator Settings are all the
deadline properties for the available assignment types (i.e., PreLectures, Bridge Questions,
and Problem). The Settings is where you will define weekly assignment schedule.

Assignment-type selection, the unit to start generating from, and the date to start
scheduling from are included parameters. When the schedule is generated, the system will
take into account the course holidays you set on the Set Holidays page.

Use the Schedule Generator whenever you want to automatically assign (or reassign) your
assignments, whether it is all of them or only a subset. (You can also edit assignments on
the calendar). Also use the generator whenever you want to make global deadline changes
to your assignments.

Note: Running the schedule generator will delete any pre-existing individual deadlines for
those assignment types that are included in the generation process.

What assignments are affected?What assignments are affected?
The affected assignments are those of the selected assignment types marked General Options.

For example, in the figure shown below, only PreLecture and Problem assignments starting
from Unit 6: Electric Fields through the end of the course would be affected during the
generation process. Even if deadline settings were changed for Bridge Questions, no Bridge
Question deadlines would be adjusted.
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SETTINGSSETTINGS
Here, the weekly assignment schedule is set. You will need to press the "Edit" button in the
upper right corner of either section panel in order to edit the settings and run the generator.

Open each assignmentOpen each assignment

This sets the number of days before an assignment's due date that the assignment becomes
available to the students.
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Default due timeDefault due time

This is the time of day the assignment will be due. The day of the week in which the assignment
is due is set in the Assignment Schedule Generator section.

Make delayed feedback availableMake delayed feedback available

This parameter sets when students are made aware of the correctness of their answers to
delayed feedback questions. These types of questions are identified by the clock icon appearing
to the left of the question number. If set at or after the default deadline, then students will not
know the correctness of their answers until after the delayed feedback deadline has passed.

All questions in Bridge Question assignments are delayed feedback questions and can only
have their feedback made at or after the default deadline.

Adding / removing additional deadlinesAdding / removing additional deadlines

Additional deadlines can be added to assignments in edit mode by pressing the "+ Add another
deadline" link.

Additional deadlines can be removed in reverse order by pressing the "remove" link to the right
of the deadline number you wish to remove.
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE GENERATORASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE GENERATOR
Here, the weekly assignment schedule is set. You will need to press the "Edit" button in the
upper right corner of either section panel in order to edit the settings and run the generator.

Generate or modify schedule starting from this unitGenerate or modify schedule starting from this unit

This sets the starting unit for the generation process. Only the assignments of the selected
assignment types starting from this unit will be included.

Generate or modify schedule starting from this dateGenerate or modify schedule starting from this date

This sets the date the generator will begin placing assignments according to the weekly
schedule you set.

Assignment types to include during schedule generationAssignment types to include during schedule generation

Here you can select the types of assignments you want to include in the generation process. As
you select (deselect) an assignment type, you will notice that type appear (disappear) in the
weekly schedule area below.

Setting the weekly scheduleSetting the weekly schedule

The two-week calendar display is where you will set the typical weekly assignment schedule for
your course. If you copied from an existing course (excluding template courses) when you
created your course and selected the "Copy deadlines" option, then you should find that the
weekly schedule was set for you. Otherwise, you will have to create a weekly schedule. In either
case you will be able to make changes to your schedule.
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Defining the Lecture event in the generatorDefining the Lecture event in the generator

When you set the weekly schedule, you are setting how many and when units will be covered
on a weekly basis. Begin by setting the Lecture events (black boxes) on the days of the week
your lectures will occur. For example, if your lectures are on Tuesdays and Thursdays, then
place Lecture #1 on Tuesday and Lecture #2 on Thursday.

Note that the Lecture events themselves will not actually appear in the course calendar.

How to add assignments to the scheduleHow to add assignments to the schedule
After the Lecture days have been added to the calendar, the assignment events will become
active to be moved. Next, drag the assignment events to the days they would be due relative to
their lecture day.
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The following is a continuation of the Tuesday-Thursday lecture schedule example. In the figure
below the Prelectures are set to be due the night before their corresponding lecture days; the
Bridge Questions are due the day of the lectures; and the Problems are due the following
Sundays. (Note that the assignment due times are set in the Assignment Generator Settings).

Note: In your course you may have some units with multiple assignments of the same
assignment type (e.g., two PreLectures for a given unit). In such cases all assignments in the unit
of the same type will be due at the same time and day relative to the scheduled lecture day.

Adding / removing unitsAdding / removing units

You can add or remove the number of units that are taught each week by clicking on the links
to the far right of the "Generate Schedule" button. The maximum number of units per week is
five and the minimum number is one.
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How can I make sure assignments are availableHow can I make sure assignments are available
for the duration of the semester?for the duration of the semester?
Select "Global Course Settings" from the Instructor Links dropSelect "Global Course Settings" from the Instructor Links drop
down menudown menu

Click the "Schedule Generator" tabClick the "Schedule Generator" tab
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Click "Edit"Click "Edit"

Select the date to open each assignment typeSelect the date to open each assignment type
If you want to make sure that every assignment is open for the entire semester, choose a
number of days before the deadline that is greater than the number of days in your semester.
In the example below we chose to open each assignment 200 days before the deadline.
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Click "Modify Schedule"Click "Modify Schedule"
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How can I change the titles of units to matchHow can I change the titles of units to match
my book?my book?
Click the Home iconClick the Home icon

Click the plus sign on the title of the chapter you wish to editClick the plus sign on the title of the chapter you wish to edit

Click "Edit Title"Click "Edit Title"
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Edit the title and click "Save"Edit the title and click "Save"
Repeat these steps for the remaining chapters to continue altering their names.
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How can I set assignment due dates withoutHow can I set assignment due dates without
using the Schedule Generator?using the Schedule Generator?
If you don't want to use the schedule generator when you set up your course, then drag and
drop each assignment to where you want it to be on the calendar.

Click on the CalendarClick on the Calendar

Click on the chapter in which you want to schedule anClick on the chapter in which you want to schedule an
assignmentassignment
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Drag and drop the assignment onto the calendarDrag and drop the assignment onto the calendar
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Course Roster ManagementCourse Roster Management
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How can I access the Course ManagementHow can I access the Course Management
View?View?

Hover your mouse over "Instructor Links" and select "ManagerHover your mouse over "Instructor Links" and select "Manager
Roster"Roster"

The manage roster view is divided into three sections:The manage roster view is divided into three sections:

1. course information, which includes the course's title, institution, course ID, creator,
and the total number of enrollments

2. instructor enrollments, and
3. student enrollments.
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Can I delete my course?Can I delete my course?
Instructors currently do not have the ability to delete their course. If you need to delete a
course please contact tech support.
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Are there different types of instructorAre there different types of instructor
enrollments?enrollments?

Yes. Instructors may be enrolled as Course Masters or Instructors. See below for definitions
of those terms.

For more information on adding instructors please refer to this article.

What is a "course master?"What is a "course master?"
A "course master" enrollment is an enrollment that has full access and editing rights to the
course. This includes the following abilities:

• Editing content
• Editing assignment deadlines
• Editing the roster
• Editing assignment scores
• Uploading files
• Viewing students' work on assignments
• Viewing instructor supplements (if provided)
• Adding instructors
• Adding students

In addition, only course masters can view and set the access and editing privileges of
instructors.

By default, the creator of a course is a course master.

What is an "instructor?"What is an "instructor?"
An "instructor" enrollment can have its access and editing privileges set by a course master. The
most limited capacity an instructor enrollment can have is the following:

• Has the ability to view an assignment and its answers prior to the start date of the
assignment

• Can view the entire class grade book
• Can view but not edit the Global Course Settings page
• Can view but not edit the Manage Roster view

The maximum capacity an instructor enrollment can have is almost of that as a course master.
The only exception is that an instructor can never view or change the access levels of other
instructors.
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What is the "Instructor "Enrollments" table?What is the "Instructor "Enrollments" table?
The "Instructor Enrollments"" table contains a full listing of all the "course masters" and
"instructors" in the course.
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How can I enroll a user in the course as anHow can I enroll a user in the course as an
instructor or TA?instructor or TA?
Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Click "Add Instructor" from the Manage Roster tabClick "Add Instructor" from the Manage Roster tab
You must be a Course master or instructor with roster-editing privileges to seethe "Add
Instructor" link. If you do not see this link, then your current enrollment does not have
sufficient privileges to add instructors (or students) to the course.
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Enter e-mail address for instructor or TAEnter e-mail address for instructor or TA

Click "Check"Click "Check"

Pressing the "Check" button will perform a system check to see if the person has an account.
There are several possible outcomes from this system check. Two of those outcomes will be
mentioned here.

1.1. The person already has a user account and can be added as anThe person already has a user account and can be added as an
instructor.instructor.

In this scenario, if your own enrollment in the course is that of an "instructor", then you will be
able to assign the user a Unique ID and decide whether or not to send the user an automatic
email informing him or her of their new enrollment.
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If, on the other hand, your own enrollment in the course is that of a "course master", then you
will also be able to assign the various instructor access levels to the new user's enrollment.

The instructor access levels that you select and save here will automatically be pre-selected
whenever you attempt to add another instructor to the course in the future.
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2.The person does not have an account2.The person does not have an account

In this scenario, a new account will be created for the user in which you will need to provide a
first and last name along with an institution name for the new user. As mentioned above,
setting instructor access levels for the new user will be available if your own enrollment is that
of a "course master".

The imagine below shows the view if an "instructor" attempts to add a new user as an
instructor.
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Once finished, you will be redirected back to the Manage Roster page where the new instructor
will be listed in the Instructor Enrollments table.

For more information on how to view and set instructor access levels please read this article.
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How can I view and set instructor access levels?How can I view and set instructor access levels?
Course masters have the ability to view and edit an instructor's access levels.

For more information on enrolling instructors please view this article.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Hover over the instructor enrollment of interest and click "SeeHover over the instructor enrollment of interest and click "See
access levels"access levels"
If you do not see this link, then your current enrollment does not have sufficient privileges to
view / edit instructors' access levels.
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View the available instructor access levelsView the available instructor access levels
To edit the access levels follow the below steps.

To edit access levels:To edit access levels:

Click "Edit" to make the check boxes active.Click "Edit" to make the check boxes active.

Select or deselect the desired privileges.
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Click "save" when you've finished making changesClick "save" when you've finished making changes
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How can I enroll a user in the course as aHow can I enroll a user in the course as a
student?student?
Note: A student enrollment is automatically created when adding an instructor or course
master to the course.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Click "Add Student"Click "Add Student"
If you do not see this link, then your current enrollment does not have sufficient privileges to
add students (or instructors) to the course.

The Student EnrollmentsStudent Enrollments table (seen below) contains a full listing of all student enrollments in
the course. This includes students in the grade book, students that have withdrawn, and
student enrollments of instructors.
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Enter student's e-mail addressEnter student's e-mail address

Click "Check"Click "Check"

Pressing the "Check" button will perform a system check to see if the person has an account.
There are several possible outcomes from this system check. Two of those outcomes will be
mentioned here
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1.The person already has a user account and can be added as a1.The person already has a user account and can be added as a
student.student.

In this scenario, you will be able to assign the user a Unique ID and decide whether or not to
send the user an automatic email informing him or her of their new enrollment.

2.The person does not have an account2.The person does not have an account

In this scenario, a new account will be created for the user in which you will need to provide a
first and last name along with an institution name for the new user.
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Once finished, you will be redirected back to the Manage Roster page where the new student
will be listed in the Student Enrollments table.
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How can I edit a student's Unique ID?How can I edit a student's Unique ID?
Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Click on the "Unique ID" linkClick on the "Unique ID" link
You must be a course master or instructor with roster-editing privileges to see students' Unique
IDs as links.

Enter the new IDEnter the new ID
Click "Save" when you're done entering the new name.
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Changing a student's Unique ID will need to follow the parameters defined in the Student Id
filter field in the Global Course Settings page of the Course Wizard. If an improper id is entered,
then a browser alert will appear informing you of the error and what the parameters are.

A student can also change his or her Unique ID from their course accounts page.

Note: Editing the Unique IDs of students could result in the automatic change in their payment
status (found in the "Status" column).
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How can I verify the students enrolled in myHow can I verify the students enrolled in my
course are the same roster of studentscourse are the same roster of students
provided by my institution's online courseprovided by my institution's online course
management system?management system?
Instructors may want to verify the students enrolled in course to their roster of students
provided by their institution's online course management system. The system can verify
students by comparing the Unique IDs in the course to the Unique IDs uploaded by the
instructor from an external CSV file. To do this, you must be a course master or an instructor
with roster-editing privileges.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu
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Navigate to the header of the "In Roster" columnNavigate to the header of the "In Roster" column

Click on the "Verify (upload) UniqueIDs" linkClick on the "Verify (upload) UniqueIDs" link

Browse to the CSV file and select your rosterBrowse to the CSV file and select your roster
The following image is a simple example roster file that has five rows and four columns (the
first row is the column headers).
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The following image is a simple example roster file that has five rows and four columns (the
first row is the column headers).

Select the column in your CSV file that represents the UniqueSelect the column in your CSV file that represents the Unique
IDsIDs
In the example show above, notice that the third column contains the Unique IDs.
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Press the "Preview Data" buttonPress the "Preview Data" button

Press "Upload Data"Press "Upload Data"
If the data looks wrong, reload the file again and repeat the process mentioned above.
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Once uploaded, you will be redirected back to the Manage Roster view. The "In Roster" column
of the Student Enrollments table will not indicate whether the Unique IDs of students that are
included in the grade book are included in your roster file.

In the example, there are only two students included in the grade book. One student, Jane
Smith, was in the roster as indicated by the green checkmark. The student John Smith, however,
was not in the roster as indicated by the red X.

Students that have been verified in the uploaded roster (have the green checkmarks) will find
on their course accounts page that they can no longer modify their Unique ID for the course.

Students that have not been verified in the uploaded roster (have the red Xs) will continue to be
able to edit their Unique ID for the course on their course accounts page. Once they change it
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to a Unique ID as found in the uploaded roster, the Unique ID will become un-editable (plain
text).

A course master or instructor with edit-roster privileges can then choose to modify the Unique
IDs of any verified or non-verified students.
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How can I retrieve non-matched Unique IDs?How can I retrieve non-matched Unique IDs?
The system can, after a roster upload, provide you with a list of Unique IDs in the roster CSV file
that did not match with Unique IDs of students in the course.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Select "Missing UniqueID Roster" from the In Roster columnSelect "Missing UniqueID Roster" from the In Roster column
dropdown menudropdown menu
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View missing UniqueID RosterView missing UniqueID Roster
Clicking the above link will allow you to open or save a text file (.txt) containing a comma-
delimited list of Unique IDs found in the roster file that did not match with Unique IDs on the
system. In our simple example, there are four non-matching Unique IDs (one being the column
header).
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How can I e-mail students who do not haveHow can I e-mail students who do not have
valid Unique IDs?valid Unique IDs?
The system can, after a roster upload, provide the instructor with a list of emails for students
not verified in the roster.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu
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Select the "Invalid UniqueID Email Roster" link from the InSelect the "Invalid UniqueID Email Roster" link from the In
Roster column dropdown menuRoster column dropdown menu

View invalid UniqueID E-mail RosterView invalid UniqueID E-mail Roster
The link above allows you to open or save a text file (.txt) containing a comma-delimited email
list of students with non-verified Unique IDs. In our simple example, only the email of John
Smith appears in the list.
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How can I add or delete i>clicker IDs?How can I add or delete i>clicker IDs?
A course master or instructor with edit-roster privileges will have the ability to add or delete
i>clicker remote IDs to student enrollments.

Note: Only courses that have had i>clicker lecture data uploaded to it will display an "i>clicker"
column in the Student Enrollments table of the Manage Roster page.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Press the "+Add clicker" link from the i>clickerID columnPress the "+Add clicker" link from the i>clickerID column
Note: If the link does not appear, then your current enrollment does not have sufficient
privileges to add remote IDs. Students may have multiple remote IDs added to their enrollment.
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Once clicked, you will see a textbox and "Save" and "Cancel" links. Valid clicker IDs consist of
eight alpha-numeric digits preceded by a # tag.

There are four possible outcomes when trying to save a change to a student's i>clicker ID:

1. The save is successful because the i>clicker ID you entered has a match in the
uploaded i>clicker data. In this case the i>clicker ID will appear as a link with an
option to add another i>clicker ID.

2. The save is unsuccessful because the i>clicker ID you entered does notdoes not have a match
in the instructor's uploaded i>clicker data. In this case a browser alert will appear
informing you that the ID you entered does not have a match. You will be allowed to
try again.

3. In attempting to save, the system found that another user already has the same
i>clicker ID in the same course. In this case a warning modal will appear informing
you that the i>clicker ID is already in use by another user. You will have the ability to
transfer ownership of the i>clicker IDs of the students in your class.

4. In attempting to save, the system recognized that the i>clicker ID you entered is not
properly formatted. In this case a browser alert will appear informing you that the
i>clicker ID is not a valid clicker ID. You will be allowed to try again.

To delete an existing i>clicker ID, click on the desired i>clicker ID link. Once clicked, you will see
"Delete" and "Cancel" links Deleting an ID will open a warning modal asking for confirmation.
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My student's grades aren't appearing in theMy student's grades aren't appearing in the
gradebook. How can I fix this?gradebook. How can I fix this?

A course master or instructor with edit-roster privileges can edit the in-gradebook status of
students.

Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu

Click the "Edit" linkClick the "Edit" link in the In Gradebook columnin the In Gradebook column
Clicking this link will make the checkbox active so that you can change the status.

Note: If the link does not appear, then your current enrollment does not have sufficient
privileges to edit the in-grade book status.
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How can I access the Course RosterHow can I access the Course Roster
Management view?Management view?
Select "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-downSelect "Manage Roster" from the "Instructor Links" drop-down
menumenu
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View Course Roster ManagementView Course Roster Management
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How can I export the gradebook?How can I export the gradebook?
Click on the gradebook iconClick on the gradebook icon

Click the dropdown menu to select a unitClick the dropdown menu to select a unit
Choose "All" to export all units.

Click checkboxes to choose options to downloadClick checkboxes to choose options to download
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Click "Export as CSV"Click "Export as CSV"
This will open up an Excel Spreadsheet version of your gradebook which you can then save.
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FlipIt Course FunctionalitiesFlipIt Course Functionalities
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How to understand score barsHow to understand score bars
On many of the course pages (e.g., course homepage, calendar, assignment pages, etc.) are
score bars that give you a quick snapshot of the points earned on an assignment or assignment
item. The total length of the score bar represents 100% of the points for the assignment or
item. A score bar can consist of up to five colors, the length of each representing a percentage
of points related to the assignment or assignment item:

1. Points earned1. Points earned (bright green). The bright green colored portion represents the percentage of
points earned (either by a student or the class).

2. Possible points earned2. Possible points earned (dark green): Found to the right of the "points earned" region, the
dark green portion represents the percentage of possible points earned. These would be points
from questions that have delayed feedback and in which the feedback deadline has not yet
passed. Delayed feedback questions are those with the watch (clock) icon to the left of the
question number. A student may not earn all of the points represented in this region
(depending upon the correctness of their answers), but it does help to visually demonstrate the
completeness of an item or assignment. Once the feedback deadline passes, this dark green
color will no longer be visible.

Note that not all delayed feedback questions, when answered before the feedback deadline,
will produce a dark green color in the score bar. For delayed feedback questions that are
graded on merely participation (like what is typically found in Bridge Question assignments),
any answer to these questions will produce a bright green color in the score bar (meaning the
student received full credit regardless of the correctness of their answer)

3. Points still to be earned3. Points still to be earned (white or clear): The clear or white portion of the score bar
represents the percentage of points that a student or class can still earn on an item or
assignment.

4. Lost points4. Lost points (red): The percentage of points that can no longer be earned is represented by
the color red found on the right-most end of the score bar. This occurs when questions are not
answered or not answered correctly and the deadline passes.

5. Points for questions not answered correctly5. Points for questions not answered correctly (gray): The gray color shown in the figure below
is currently found exclusively in the i>clicker Lecture score bars. The Lecture assignments are
graded purely by participation, but a performance score bar is provided to indicate how a
student or the class did on answering the questions. This gray region represents the percentage
of points for questions not answered correctly. If your course does not use the i>clicker polling
system, then you will not see this color in the score bars in your course.
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Where can I find my Instructor Supplements?Where can I find my Instructor Supplements?
Instructor supplements can be found by looking under the Instructor Links drop down menu in
the main navigation bar and selecting Instructor Supplements.

Select "Instructor Supplements" from the "Instructor Links"Select "Instructor Supplements" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu
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How can I access my i>clicker data?How can I access my i>clicker data?
Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu
Note that iIf you do not see this link, then your current enrollment does not have sufficient
privileges to upload i>clicker data.

Note that this feature requires the Chrome browser.
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How can I find my i>clicker data?How can I find my i>clicker data?
Navigate to the folder on your computer that contains theNavigate to the folder on your computer that contains the
i>clicker programi>clicker program
Open the "Classes" subfolder.

Inside the Classes folder you will find subfolders representing the classes in which you are using
the i>clicker system.

Select the class of interest.Select the class of interest.
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How do I add i>clicker data?How do I add i>clicker data?
Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu

The i>clicker Data Manager view is divided into three main sections. The first section is titled
Upload i>clicker Data FilesUpload i>clicker Data Files and is where clicker data can be uploaded.
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There are three ways to add clicker data files to be uploaded.There are three ways to add clicker data files to be uploaded.
There are a couple of ways to add clicker data files to be uploaded. The easiest way is to drag
the folder containing the clicker data and dropping it into the area markedDrag files here. Note
that dropping a folder requires using the Chrome browser.

1.1. Drag and drop the folder containing the clicker dataDrag and drop the folder containing the clicker data

Note: The ability to drag and drop a folder to add data files requires the use of the ChromeChrome
browserbrowser.
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2.2. Select individual files within a folder and drop themSelect individual files within a folder and drop them

This feature is compatible with any modern browser.

3. Click "Add Files"3. Click "Add Files"

This will allow you to select the files that you would like to upload.
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Once you are ready to upload your files, press the Start UploadStart Upload button. You will be able to
monitor the status of your files during the upload process. Upon completion, the queue will be
emptied and the Loaded Lecture FilesLoaded Lecture Files section will be updated accordingly.

For more information on assigning uploaded lectures to units please view this article.
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What is i>clicker data?What is i>clicker data?

Class data from the i>clicker system is grouped into three subfolders: Images, Reports, and
SessionData.

For more information on how to upload i>clicker data, please refer to this article.

Images folderImages folder
The Images folder contains two sets of images. The first set of images is the pictures of the
clicker questions themselves. The file names of the question images end in "_Q#.jpg" (e.g.,
L1301171328_Q3.jpg).

The second set of images is the histograms generated by the clicker system representing the
student responses for the clicker questions. The file names of the histogram images end in
"_C#.jpg" (e.g., L1301171328_C3.jpg).

Reports folderReports folder
The Reports folder contains HTML files detailing the class distribution of responses by student
for a given lecture. These HTML files, which are generated by the i>clicker system, are not used
in the system and will be ignored when trying to add them to the upload queue.

SessionData folderSessionData folder
The SessionData folder contains two file types: .csv and .raw. Most of the CSV files are lecture
files that contain the raw student data. These files start with an "L" and are followed by a ten
digit number (e.g., L1301171449.csv). A RemoteID.csv file is also included that pairs each
student with a remote id.

The .raw files are not used in the system and will be ignored when trying to add them to the
upload queue.

For more information on how to upload i>clicker data, please refer to this article.
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How do I view i>clicker registrations?How do I view i>clicker registrations?
Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu
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Click "View Registration" to go to the i>clicker RegistrationClick "View Registration" to go to the i>clicker Registration
Manager viewManager view

Here you can view a table showing the clicker IDs, found in the clickerID.csv file, matched with
the corresponding user.

When lecture files are loaded to a unit, they will also load the remoteID.csv file. During this
process it will try to match the Nicknames found in the remoteID.csv file with the student
Unique IDs in your course. Matches that are made will display the 1. user's registered name (2.
along with the number of loaded lectures the student has participated in shown in parentheses)
and 3. Unique ID. The Last Modifier cell will display 4. "REMOTEID" to signify a match was made
while loading the remoteID.csv file.

For information on how to manually update clicker IDs, read this article.
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How can I manually register clicker IDs to aHow can I manually register clicker IDs to a
studentstudent
Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"Select "i>clicker Data Manager" from the "Instructor Links"
drop-down menudrop-down menu
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Click "View Registration" to go to the i>clicker RegistrationClick "View Registration" to go to the i>clicker Registration
Manager viewManager view

You have the option to manually register clicker IDs to a student through the Manage Roster
view. When done, the corresponding Last Modifier cell for that clicker ID will display 1.
"INSTRUCTOR" signifying that an instructor has manually assigned a clicker ID to a student. A 2.
lock icon will appear to the right of the Last Modifier cell signifying that this clicker ID has been
manually assigned to this student and reloading the remoteID.csv file will not change this
assignment. You can click on this lock to reset the clicker ID registration.

Students also have the option to manually register clicker IDs from their course listings view.
(See this article). When done, the corresponding Last Modifier cell for that clicker ID will display
3. "STUDENT" signifying that the student has manually assigned a clicker ID to themselves. A 4.
lock icon will appear to the right of the Last Modifier cell signifying that this clicker ID has been
manually assigned to this student and reloading the remoteID.csv file will not change this
assignment. You can click on this lock to reset the clicker ID registration. Note that students
cannot remove a clicker ID from their enrollment. Only instructors with roster management
privileges can reset a clicker ID by following the aforementioned steps.
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How do bridge questions differ from problems?How do bridge questions differ from problems?
Bridge questions have open response fields in which students can explain their rationale for
answering a particular question as they have.
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How can I create a Bridge Question?How can I create a Bridge Question?
Click the unit to which you want to add a new questionClick the unit to which you want to add a new question

Click "Bridge"Click "Bridge"
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Click on “Edit Assignment”Click on “Edit Assignment”

Click on “Create a new standard exercise”Click on “Create a new standard exercise”
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Click on the new “Standard Exercise”Click on the new “Standard Exercise”

Click “Add New Question”Click “Add New Question”
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Choose radio, after the deadline, 100%, and click Add QuestionChoose radio, after the deadline, 100%, and click Add Question

Click the pencil icon (edit) to the right of “Prompt for theClick the pencil icon (edit) to the right of “Prompt for the
question"question"
This is where you will enter your question.
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Click on the various parts of the question/answers/help/Click on the various parts of the question/answers/help/
solution to make your editssolution to make your edits

1. Enter question here;
2. Enter answers in boxes;
3. Select correct answer.
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Click closeClick close

Click "Add New Question" to add the rationale question afterClick "Add New Question" to add the rationale question after
the bridge question you just created:the bridge question you just created:
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Choose type of question, display feedback and participationChoose type of question, display feedback and participation
creditcredit
Be sure to choose "Comment" from the Question Type drop down menu and not "Free
Response."
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How can I create a Problem Question?How can I create a Problem Question?
Click the unit to which you want to add a new questionClick the unit to which you want to add a new question

Click "Problems"Click "Problems"
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Click on “Edit Assignment”Click on “Edit Assignment”

Click on “Create a new standard exercise”Click on “Create a new standard exercise”
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Click on the new “Standard Exercise”Click on the new “Standard Exercise”

Click “Add New Question”Click “Add New Question”
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Choose Type, Feedback and Participation Credit and then clickChoose Type, Feedback and Participation Credit and then click
"Add Question""Add Question"

Click to Enter the question setupClick to Enter the question setup
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Click the pencil icon (edit) to the right of “Prompt for theClick the pencil icon (edit) to the right of “Prompt for the
question"question"

Click "Prompt for the question" to edit the question promptClick "Prompt for the question" to edit the question prompt

Enter the questionEnter the question
1. Format the question using the formatting editor
2. Use the paste options to paste, paste as plain text or paste from Word.
3. Click "Save" when you've finished formatting your question.
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Click to add answer choices.Click to add answer choices.

Click "Save" to save each choiceClick "Save" to save each choice
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Click "+Add new choice" to add an additional choiceClick "+Add new choice" to add an additional choice

Click to add Display Feedback and Participation CreditClick to add Display Feedback and Participation Credit
1. Display Feedback: choose to display the feedback immediately or after the deadline.
2. Participation Credit: This defines how much credit to give to the student for just

trying, regardless of the correctness of the student's answer. Entering 100% means
that full credit will be given for entering any answer. A participation credit of 0%
means that the student will only get full credit if their answer is correct.

Click to select the correct answerClick to select the correct answer
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Click "Close"Click "Close"
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How can I delete a question from a Problem orHow can I delete a question from a Problem or
Bridge assignment?Bridge assignment?
Choose the assignment in which you wish to delete a questionChoose the assignment in which you wish to delete a question

Click "Edit Assignment"Click "Edit Assignment"
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Hover the mouse over the problem you wish to delete and thenHover the mouse over the problem you wish to delete and then
click the trash iconclick the trash icon

Click "Yes, Delete Item"Click "Yes, Delete Item"
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How can I extend a deadline for a singleHow can I extend a deadline for a single
student?student?
Go to the calendar and hover over the assignmentGo to the calendar and hover over the assignment
Click “Add a deadline for a specific student”
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Select the new due date for that student by clicking on the dateSelect the new due date for that student by clicking on the date
field and selecting the new datefield and selecting the new date

Enter whether the student is eligible for full credit & type in theEnter whether the student is eligible for full credit & type in the
student’s last name & click savestudent’s last name & click save
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How can I reset a student’s attempts?How can I reset a student’s attempts?
If you need to reset the attempts a student has made on the problem sets, please follow these
instructions.

Navigate to the problem in question and click on the red doubleNavigate to the problem in question and click on the red double
arrow circle iconarrow circle icon
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Type in the student’s last name and click delete studentType in the student’s last name and click delete student
answersanswers

This will erase all of the student’s answers and allow them to begin again as long as the due
date has not passed.

If the due date has passed for the assignment, please see “How can I extend a deadline for a
single student?”
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How can I add new sections and units in FlipIt?How can I add new sections and units in FlipIt?
To add a new section, click on “Select Course Content” underTo add a new section, click on “Select Course Content” under
the Instructor Links drop downthe Instructor Links drop down

Click on “+ Add New Section”Click on “+ Add New Section”

Enter a title for the section and click “Add Section”Enter a title for the section and click “Add Section”
In the next step you will need to create a new unit in the section.
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Click on “+ Add New Unit” within the section you want it toClick on “+ Add New Unit” within the section you want it to
appearappear

Enter the title for the new unit and click “Add Unit”Enter the title for the new unit and click “Add Unit”
After doing this you will have a new unit in your section.
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Drag and drop any section or unit to organize your courseDrag and drop any section or unit to organize your course
topics differentlytopics differently

Click the home icon to return to your course home page andClick the home icon to return to your course home page and
open your new section and your new unitopen your new section and your new unit
Now click on “Add Prelecture,” “Add Bridge Set,” or “Add Problem Set” to create your content.
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How can I allow late work for a penalty in Flipit?How can I allow late work for a penalty in Flipit?
Under instructor resources click on schedule generatorUnder instructor resources click on schedule generator

Click “Edit”Click “Edit”
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Click “+ Add another deadline”Click “+ Add another deadline”

A) Enter the secondary deadline. B) Enter the percentage of credit to be given if completed byA) Enter the secondary deadline. B) Enter the percentage of credit to be given if completed by
secondary deadline.secondary deadline.

Follow the same process for changing the Prelectures, Bridges, and Problems.
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Click “Generate Schedule”Click “Generate Schedule”
NOTE: regenerating the schedule will override any individual changes you’ve made to the
calendar.
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How do I see how much time my students areHow do I see how much time my students are
spending on activities?spending on activities?
Go to a pre-lecture or bridge assignmentGo to a pre-lecture or bridge assignment
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Click on “View time on assignment”Click on “View time on assignment”

Click on “Full table of viewing times”Click on “Full table of viewing times”
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Click on “Download statistics"Click on “Download statistics"
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How do I assign uploaded lectures to theHow do I assign uploaded lectures to the
appropriate course units?appropriate course units?
The last section to the i>clicker Data Manager view is the "Loaded Lecture Files"Loaded Lecture Files" section, which
is where you assign uploaded lectures to the appropriate course units.

The table in the Loaded Lecture FilesLoaded Lecture Files section lists all loaded lectures along with the course unit
they have been assigned to (if any), the number of students in each loaded lecture, and the
options to load or unload a lecture to or from a unit.
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When lecture files are first uploaded into your course, the system tries to match each lecture to
the appropriate unit. If a match is found, which may or may not be correct, then the Assigned
Unit cell will appear as a link of the matched unit's title and the "Load file" button will be active.

If a match cannot be made after the upload process, then the Assigned Unit cell will be the link
"Choose unit" and the "Load file" button will be inactive.

If the proposed unit is incorrect or if a unit match could not be made, then you can manually
select the appropriate unit by clicking on the link. A dropdown should appear listing all the
course units. Select the unit to which the lecture should be assigned.
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Selecting files to loadSelecting files to load

To do a batch lecture load, simply check the checkboxes of all lecture files to load. You can
select (deselect) all lectures by clicking the checkbox in the table header.

Loading filesLoading files

Lecture files can be loaded individually by pressing the "Load file" buttons, or they can be
loaded in a batch by pressing the "Update i>clicker Registration" & "Load All Marked Files"
button.
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If more than five lectures are selected for a batch load, then you should receive a modal
warning message informing you that it may take several minutes to load all the lectures,
especially for large classes.

Once loaded, a "View" link to view the loaded lectures will appear in the corresponding lecture
rows along with the number of registered students that participated in the lectures shown in
parentheses. In addition, the student and course grade books will be updated accordingly.
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Unloading filesUnloading files

Lecture files can be unloaded individually by pressing the Unload" link.

Lecture files that have been unloaded can then be reloaded following the same steps
mentioned above.

Note that unloading a lecture file will also remove any corresponding grades in the student and
course grade books. These grades can be recovered by simply reloading the lecture to a unit.
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How do I contact Technical Support?How do I contact Technical Support?
You can reach tech support:You can reach tech support:

By filling out an online formBy filling out an online form

This will help us have all the information we need about what you are experiencing.

Higher Ed Tech Support Form

High School Tech Support Form

By phoneBy phone

Call 1-800-936-6899.

Technical Support HoursTechnical Support Hours (Eastern Time)

• Monday - Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
• Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
• Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
• Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.
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How can I embed a video in a slide?How can I embed a video in a slide?
Click on the "Home" iconClick on the "Home" icon

Click the plus sign to open the chapter in which you want to addClick the plus sign to open the chapter in which you want to add
a slidea slide

Click on the chapter in which you want to add a slideClick on the chapter in which you want to add a slide

Click on "Prelecture"Click on "Prelecture"
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Click "Edit Assignment"Click "Edit Assignment"

Click "Create custom slide"Click "Create custom slide"

Add title and paste in embed code and click "Add Slide"Add title and paste in embed code and click "Add Slide"
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Click and drag to move the slide if necessaryClick and drag to move the slide if necessary
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How can I add or remove Prelecture slides?How can I add or remove Prelecture slides?
TO ADD SLIDES:TO ADD SLIDES:

Click on the "Home" iconClick on the "Home" icon

Click the plus sign to open the chapter in which you want to addClick the plus sign to open the chapter in which you want to add
a slidea slide

Click on the chapter in which you want to add a slideClick on the chapter in which you want to add a slide

Click on "Prelecture"Click on "Prelecture"
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Click "Edit Assignment"Click "Edit Assignment"

Click "Choose from uploaded Flash/movie files"Click "Choose from uploaded Flash/movie files"

Click on a Flash or Movie file to add and add a titleClick on a Flash or Movie file to add and add a title
Click "Add" once you've selected your file.
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TO REMOVE SLIDES:TO REMOVE SLIDES:

Hover the mouse over the slide you wish to remove and clickHover the mouse over the slide you wish to remove and click
the trash can iconthe trash can icon

Click "Yes, Delete Item"Click "Yes, Delete Item"
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How do mastery clusters in Problems work?How do mastery clusters in Problems work?
Each question in the Problems section of FlipIt is subdivided into several sub-questions used to
help the student master the concept.

The student must choose an answer first and click SubmitThe student must choose an answer first and click Submit

The student must then click "Check for Mastery"The student must then click "Check for Mastery"

1. The student receives feedback on her answer after clicking Check for Mastery.
2. Click the plus/minus toggle on lower right to see feedback.
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NoteNote: if the student answers the question incorrectly she will be asked to answer another
subquestion to help her master that topic before moving onto the next Mastery Item.
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How can I make a question optional/worth noHow can I make a question optional/worth no
points?points?
Click on the assignment that contains the question you wish toClick on the assignment that contains the question you wish to
make optional/worth no pointsmake optional/worth no points

Select the question you wish to make optional/worth no pointsSelect the question you wish to make optional/worth no points
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Click the pencil icon to edit the problemClick the pencil icon to edit the problem

Click to edit the problem's weightClick to edit the problem's weight

Note:Note: the option to edit weights for Problems appears in a list under each problem.the option to edit weights for Problems appears in a list under each problem. See imageSee image
below.below.
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Set the weight to zero and click saveSet the weight to zero and click save
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Click "Close"Click "Close"

The problem will now be optional/worth no points.
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How can I change the weight of assignmentHow can I change the weight of assignment
types?types?
Click on the GradebookClick on the Gradebook

Click "Show Weights"Click "Show Weights"

Click the weight of the assignment you wish to changeClick the weight of the assignment you wish to change
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Change the weight and then click "Save Weights"Change the weight and then click "Save Weights"
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How can I edit an assignment?How can I edit an assignment?
Click to select the assignment you wish to editClick to select the assignment you wish to edit

Click "Edit Assignment"Click "Edit Assignment"
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Select the question you wish to editSelect the question you wish to edit

Click the pencil icon to edit the questionClick the pencil icon to edit the question

Click to make changesClick to make changes
1. Click to change relative weight of questionClick to change relative weight of question. This defines the weight of the question

relative to the other questions in the problem. The default weight is 1. A weight of 0
will make the question optional. A weight of 2 means the question will have twice the
weight as a question that has a weight of 1, etc. Please enter a non-negative number.

2. Click to change question promptClick to change question prompt.
3. Click to change answer choicesClick to change answer choices.
4. Click to add a new answer choiceClick to add a new answer choice.
5. Click to add a solutionClick to add a solution.
6. Click to choose when students will receive feedbackClick to choose when students will receive feedback.
7. Click to change participation creditClick to change participation credit. This defines how much credit to give to the

student for just trying, regardless of the correctness of the student's answer. Entering
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100% means that full credit will be given for entering any answer. A participation
credit of 0% means that the student will only get full credit if their answer is correct.

Click "Close" when you're done making changesClick "Close" when you're done making changes
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How can I pull an assignment from a previousHow can I pull an assignment from a previous
course?course?
Click on the current assignment in which you wish to pull anClick on the current assignment in which you wish to pull an
assignment from another courseassignment from another course

Click "Edit Assignment"Click "Edit Assignment"
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Click "Add item from another unit"Click "Add item from another unit"

Choose the course from which you wish to pull yourChoose the course from which you wish to pull your
assignment from the dropdown menuassignment from the dropdown menu
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Click to choose the old assignmentClick to choose the old assignment

Click the boxes to choose the problems you wish to copy toClick the boxes to choose the problems you wish to copy to
your current assignmentyour current assignment
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Click "Copy"Click "Copy"

Click "Close" when you're finished pulling in your oldClick "Close" when you're finished pulling in your old
assignmentsassignments
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LMS IntegrationLMS Integration
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Instructor set-up - BlackboardInstructor set-up - Blackboard

This guide will give step-by-step instructions on how to integrate FlipIt with Blackboard.

• Administrator instructions - These steps must be completed before continuing to
the instructor instructions. However, these steps may be unnecessary if the
administrator settings are set to ‚ÄúAllow links to any tool provider that isn't
explicitly excluded.‚Äù In this case, teachers can set up their own content links by
providing a key and secret.

• Instructor instructions

Administrator InstructionsAdministrator Instructions

1.1.

Log in to your Blackboard account as an administrator.

2.2.

Select System Admin > Building Blocks > LTI Tool Providers > Register Provider Domain.System Admin > Building Blocks > LTI Tool Providers > Register Provider Domain.
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3.3.

Set the following properties then click SubmitSubmit.

• Provider Domain: gateway.mnv-tech.com
• Provider Domain Status: Approved
• Secondary Hostnames: <none>
• Default Configuration: Set separately for each link
• Tool Provider Custom Parameters: <none>
• Institution Policies: Send user data only over SSL
• User Fields to Send: Check all (Role in Course, Name, Email Address)
• Show User Acknowledgment Message: No

4.4.

Click Manage Global PropertiesManage Global Properties and make sure that Allow configured tool providers to postAllow configured tool providers to post
gradesgrades is set to YesYes.

Instructor InstructionsInstructor Instructions
Before getting started, be sure that:

1. You have a key and secret for your institution, as well as a unique tool URL for each
individual FlipIt course that you would like to integrate. If you need this information,
you should contact Macmillan Learning support.

2. Your LMS admin has completed the admin instructions above.
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1.1.

Navigate to your desired course and ensure that Edit ModeEdit Mode is set to ONON.

2.2.

Choose the portion of your course where you would like to insert your FlipIt course link. Here
we've chosen ContentContent. Then choose Build Content > Web LinkBuild Content > Web Link.

3.3.

Name the Web LinkWeb Link something that your students will recognize as the way to access their
assignments.

4.4.

Use the URLURL provided by your Macmillan Learning support contact. The course ID in the URL
should correspond to the course ID in your FlipIt course.

5.5.

Check the checkbox for This link is to a Tool ProviderThis link is to a Tool Provider.
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6.6.

Use the keykey and secretsecret provided by your Macmillan Learning support contact.

7.7.

If you would like to send a grade directly from your FlipIt course to your Blackboard course, you
must set Enable Evaluation to Yes and include the number of points you would like your FlipIt
assignments to be worth. To Enable EvaluationEnable Evaluation after a content item is built, click on the v next to
the content item and click Edit.

8.8.

Do not enter any text into the DescriptionDescription field.

9.9.

Choose YesYes for the web link option Open in a New WindowOpen in a New Window.

10.10.

Be sure to click SubmitSubmit to save your changes.
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11.11.

Send your class the instructions for student sign-up.
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Instructor set-up - CanvasInstructor set-up - Canvas

These instructions describe how to set up FlipIt as an approved LTI Tool for use in your
Canvas course, where LTI stands for Learning Tools Interoperability. Note that before you
get started, you should be sure to have a KeyKey, SecretSecret, and Tool URLTool URL. If you don’t have any of
these, you can get them from your Macmillan Learning support agent.

Instructions:Instructions:

1.1.

From your course home page in Canvas click on SettingsSettings.

2.2.

Click on the AppsApps tab and then View App ConfigurationsView App Configurations.
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3.3.

Click on Add New AppAdd New App (the button may just say Add AppAdd App in some versions of Canvas).

4.4.

Fill in the info on the Add AppAdd App window and click SubmitSubmit. The "Name" can be set to any non-
blank value, just be sure to include a unique identifier such as course number and/or term. You
will need to contact your Macmillan Learning support agent to get the “URL”, “Shared Secret”
and “Consumer Key”. The "Domain" should be: gateway.mnv-tech.com
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5.5.

Click on AssignmentsAssignments.

6.6.

Click the + Assignment+ Assignment button.
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7.7.

Set the "Assignment Name" and "Points". This will represent the overall FlipIt grade that shows
within your Canvas course.

8.8.

Change the “Submission Type” to External ToolExternal Tool and enter a due date if required (we
recommend the last day of finals).

9.9.

Click in box labeled External Tool URLExternal Tool URL.

10.10.

Select the tool you created in step 4 to auto-fill the URL. You must check the box for Load thisLoad this
tool in a new tabtool in a new tab. Then click the SelectSelect button.
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11.11.

You will be returned to the page shown in step 9. Click Save & PublishSave & Publish.

12.12.

Send your class the instructions for student sign-up.
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Instructor set-up - D2L/BrightspaceInstructor set-up - D2L/Brightspace
These instructions describe how to set up FlipIt as an approved LTI Tool in Desire2Learn (D2L),
where LTI stands for Learning Tools Interoperability. Note that before you get started, you
should be sure to have a KeyKey, SecretSecret, and Tool URLTool URL. If you don’t have any of these, you can get
them from your Macmillan Learning support agent.

1. From your course home page in D2L, click on Edit Course or1. From your course home page in D2L, click on Edit Course or
Course Admin.Course Admin.

2. Click on External Learning Tools.2. Click on External Learning Tools.

3. On the Manage Tool Providers tab, click on New Tool3. On the Manage Tool Providers tab, click on New Tool
Provider.Provider.
If you don’t see this option, skip to step 4.
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4. Fill in the “Launch Point” as gateway.mnv-tech.com4. Fill in the “Launch Point” as gateway.mnv-tech.com
Make sure “Allow users to use this tool provider” is checked. Then click Save. If you don’t see
this option, skip to step 5.
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5. On the Manage External Learning Tool Links tab click on New5. On the Manage External Learning Tool Links tab click on New
Link.Link.

6. Add Title and URL.6. Add Title and URL.
Give the link a meaningful “Title” for your students and insert the URL provided by your
Macmillan Learning support agent.

7. Adjust Key/Secret settings.7. Adjust Key/Secret settings.
Under SignatureSignature:

• Check the box for "Sign messages with key/secret with."
• Select "Link key/secret."

You will also need a "Key" and "Secret" provided by a Macmillan Learning support agent.
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Under Security SettingsSecurity Settings:

• Select "Use link security settings."
• Check all of the boxes.

Under Make link available toMake link available to:

• Select your current org unit.

Click SaveSave.
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8. Click on Content.8. Click on Content.
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9. In the desired portion of your course choose Add Existing9. In the desired portion of your course choose Add Existing
Activities > External Learning Tools.Activities > External Learning Tools.

10. Click on the name of the tool you created in steps 6 and 7.10. Click on the name of the tool you created in steps 6 and 7.
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11. After inserting the link, Edit Properties11. After inserting the link, Edit Properties
Click the down arrow next to the external learning tools link you created and select EditEdit
PropertiesProperties.

Check the box to Open in a new windowOpen in a new window or Open as External ResourceOpen as External Resource.

12. Inform students12. Inform students
Send your class the instructions for student sign-up.
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Instructor set-up - MoodleInstructor set-up - Moodle

These instructions describe how to set up FlipIt as an approved LTI Tool for use in your
Moodle course, where LTI stands for Learning Tools Interoperability. Note that before you
get started, you should be sure to have a KeyKey, SecretSecret, and Tool URLTool URL. If you don’t have any of
these, you can get them from your Macmillan Learning support agent.

Instructions:Instructions:

1.1.

Enter the course in your school's Moodle system and Turn editing onTurn editing on.

2.2.

Add an activityAdd an activity where you want the Sapling Learning link to be.

3.3.

Choose External ToolExternal Tool and click AddAdd.
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4.4.

Click the Show more...Show more... link.

5.5.

Fill in the Activity nameActivity name, for example, "FlipIt assignments link"

6.6.

For External tool typeExternal tool type, select the plus sign (+) to enter the Tool settings.

7.7.

Fill in the Tool nameTool name, Tool base URLl base URL, Consumer keyConsumer key, and Shared secretShared secret. The Tool base URL must
be gateway.mnv-tech.com. The rest of the information can be provided to you by a Macmillan
Learning support agent.
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8.8.

In the PrivacyPrivacy section, select Force SSLForce SSL and SaveSave.

9.9.

Select the new tool from the drop down list and make sure the key/secret are removed here,
otherwise you will get a 401 error due to invalid key/secret.

10.10.

Be sure to select New windoNew window for the Launch containerLaunch container.
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11.11.

Also make sure all the boxes in the Privacy section are checked (Share launcher's name with theShare launcher's name with the
tooltool, Share launcher's email with the toolShare launcher's email with the tool, Accept grades from the toolAccept grades from the tool).

12.12.

Click Save and return to courseSave and return to course.

13.13.

Send your class the instructions for student sign-up.
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Instructor set-up - SakaiInstructor set-up - Sakai

Sakai integration can only be set up by a Sakai administrator. Your Macmillan LearningSakai integration can only be set up by a Sakai administrator. Your Macmillan Learning
support can provide you with the Tool URL, key, and secret, which you can provide to thesupport can provide you with the Tool URL, key, and secret, which you can provide to the
Sakai admin at your school.Sakai admin at your school.

Information for Sakai administrators:

• The tool should be setup to open in a new window, tab, or popup.
• Our tool URL is course specific and will need to be set up individually for each course

site.
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Instructor grade syncInstructor grade sync

If you have LMS integration set up with your course, you can sync your Total scores from
your FlipIt course to the gradebook in your LMS.

From the course page in FlipIt click the Gradebook icon.From the course page in FlipIt click the Gradebook icon.

Click on the button for LMS Grade SyncClick on the button for LMS Grade Sync

The grade in the “Total” column of the gradebook is now synced back to the gradebook in your
LMS.

If one or more of your students’ grades is not syncing:If one or more of your students’ grades is not syncing:
• Check that you have the link settings set up correctly to accept grades from FlipIt by

double-checking the instructions for your LMS.
• Check with the student to ensure that they have clicked the LMS link at least once, in

order to make the association between their FlipIt account and the LMS.
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UpdatesUpdates
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Spring 2016 UpdatesSpring 2016 Updates
EASIER SCHEDULINGEASIER SCHEDULING

• Instructors can now modify deadlines from within a topic without going to the calendar.

IMPROVED GRADE BOOK/GRADINGIMPROVED GRADE BOOK/GRADING

• Instructors can add a new grade column to the grade book to incorporate external
grades.

• Instructors can upload and modify student scores to new grade column in the grade
book.

• Instructors can export grades (including new grade columns) to CSV files
• Instructors can assign relative weights to new grade columns (in order to compute a

total grade)
• Instructors can compute and display total student grade for course.
• Instructors can choose to display total student grade for course to students.
• Instructors can now reset a student's attempts within a problem to let them try again.
• Instructors can enter grades of more than 100% (bonus).
• Average student score for specific problem or question is now displayed directly on the

problem page.

VARIOUS ENHANCEMENTSVARIOUS ENHANCEMENTS

• Mechanism to maintain exam versions after copying course.
• Instructors who are viewing items through their student account can see assignments

even if they are not assigned and viewable to regular students.
• Instructor can delete iclicker questions.
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Getting StartedGetting Started
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What are the minimum system requirementsWhat are the minimum system requirements
for your media?for your media?
Supported BrowsersSupported Browsers
We recommend the following browsers:

• Chrome 28 and above
• Firefox 13 and above
• Safari 6 and above
• Internet Explorer 10 and above

Mobile devicesMobile devices
Because our rich media runs on Flash, iPads, iPods, iPhones, and other mobile devices are not
supported. Using an unsupported device or browser may prevent you from registering, logging
in, navigating the site, assigning items, and submitting answers to a quiz.

Pop-upsPop-ups
We do use pop-ups, especially during the process of completing an online purchase to one of
our sites.

Allow pop-ups on www.macmillanlearning.com.

CookiesCookies
You must allow session cookies.

JavaJava
JavaScript must be enabled (usually enabled by default). Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Internet Explorer.

Multimedia requirementsMultimedia requirements
• Animations and interactive tutorials for some titles require Adobe Flash Player version

10 or higher (We recommend, however, using version 11 or the most current version
available.)

• To view PDFs, you will need the latest version of Adobe Reader.
• Various video players/codecs depending on title: Brightcove, Apple QuickTime, Windows

Media Player, RealPlayer, OggVorbis.
• Some content requires Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Powerpoint).
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Monitor Resolution and Color DepthMonitor Resolution and Color Depth
1024x768 minimum required; larger resolutions are recommended.
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First Day of Class (FDOC)First Day of Class (FDOC)
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FDOC: Do you have registration informationFDOC: Do you have registration information
that I can share with my students?that I can share with my students?
Please download the attached slides and syllabus insert, input your course information, and
share them with your students. You can post them in your learning management system, email
them, or print them out to distribute in class.

FDOC_FlipIt_SyllabusInsert_Customizable_F16.docx

FDOC_FlipIt_slides_customizable_F16.pptx
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